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Agenda

1. Introductions and welcome

2. Lessons from public health and Jhpiego (Luis Ortiz)

3. DHIS2 (Max Krafft)

4. OpenHIE (Jamie Thomas)

5. OpenMRS (Jen Antilla)



LEARNING & SHARING

COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE



IMPETUS FOR SUPPORT

No one is the lead for this community!

No one is participating! 

Too many thank yous!

Someone is sharing off-topic posts

There are too many CoPs! But I want one

I don’t know where to share! 

We’ve done this before

We can’t change our organizational culture



Global Health 

CoP Managers 

(CoPM)



SOURCE: Adapted from Evaluating Technical Exchange Networks at Management Sciences for Health. Knowledge 

Management for Development Journal, 13(3): 132-148. 2017.

COP OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK



Driving Forces Restraining Forces

1. We want CoP; Donors want 
them

2. Broad consensus that CoPs are 
valuable and meet a unique 
need

3. CoPs can complement other 
engagement strategies 

4. Cost-effective
5. Easy to establish 
6. Can address cross-cutting topics
7. Aligned with member interests 

and passion 
8. Peer to peer learning and can 

be informal, safe spaces
9. Democratic

Access 
to information

Strengthened 
networks

Informed action

1. Poor consensus on the purpose of CoPs, 
size, governance, technology

2. CoPs are often not aligned with other 
engaging strategies and actions

3. Benefit and experience of CoP is 
experienced differently by different 
members; some actions are not 
observable

4. Learners maybe active or empowered 
listeners

5. Limited LOE or support from senior staff
6. Expert vs. non-expert
7. Language, connectivity, etc.  
8. Low consensus on what a successful CoP 

looks like 
9. Early excitement for a CoP might diminish 

without sustained efforts



LESSONS FROM EXPERIENCE AT JHPIEGO

1. Observe CoP performance.

2. Reach out to and build rapport with frequent contributors (US-based and 

non-US-based) to hear about their experience with CoPs,

3. Implement minor adjustments for CoP tracking, intranet, signup process, 

cleaning up or merging defunct CoPs, visual symbols, and alternative 

engagement options.

4. Model discussing about decisioning making re CoPs using performance 

analytics, how CoPs are part of a broader learning strategy.

5. Analyze and share CoP performance 

6. Implement community-led recommendations on removing, merging, or re-

categorizing CoPs and high threshold for forming new CoPs.
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SAMPLE
VISUALIZATIONS



PROPORTION OF 

POSTS IN FY21

50%
OF ALL POSTS COME 

FROM JUST FIVE CoPs

KM

SBC,

DG, HCD

COMMS

GENDER

PHC/UHC

TB/HIV

YOUTH

WORK

FORCE

PRIVATE 

SECTOR

FP/RH

SAFE 

SURGERY

MALARIA

SELF 

CARE

MNH

88%
OF ALL POSTS COME 

FROM 14 COPs



Comms, Health Workforce, 

KM Malaria Private Sector, 

Safe Surgery, SBC-

Demand Generation-HCD, 

Self Care.

FP/RH, MNH, TB/HIV, PHC 

& UHC, Gender

Digital Health, Frontier 

Technology, Local Capacity 

Building, Quality, Women's 

Cancer

PERFORMANCE BY COP GROUPS* 
(HIGHEST, MEDIUM, LOWEST) IN FY21

*Excluding Measure Learn Adapt CoP and Nurses & Midwives CoP.



SHOUT OUT TO THE TOP 3 COMMUNITIES!

24
POSTS

18
POSTS

17
POSTS

Hosted Virtual Journal Club

Team approach to CoP

Posts about ICFP

UHC survey to members

Posts about UHC Day

CoP in broader UHC engagement

Shared content for newsletter

Posts about GBV 16 Days 

Posts about gender strategy



MSH TECHNICAL EXCHANGE 
NETWORKS APQC Case Study on 

the Future of 

Communities of Practice
● TEN Group

● New TEN pages on intranet

● Branding

● TEN Day in Arlington/Medford

● 4 storytelling events 

● Monthly performance, recognition, trends 

● Mixed methods assessment 

● User feedback decision-making

GHKC M&E Case 

Example series - TEN 

featured on GHKC 

website and Tumblr

Journal of Knowledge 
Management on 

Evaluating Communities 

of Practice for Health 



CRITICAL ASPECTS 
OF VIRTUAL 
COLLABORATION & CoPS 



CRITICAL ASPECTS 

OF VIRTUAL 

COLLABORATION & CoPS

1. Management Best Practices

2. Investment Case 

3. Motivation & Participation

4. Diversity, Inclusion, Equity

5. Techniques & Approaches

6. Trust & Safety*

7. Platforms & Technologies

8. Performance Monitoring



Ask questions. Even when the main function of a community is for 

information dissemination, asking questions can help trigger discussion. 

Questions may be about programming challenges or specific information 

requests. 

Request feedback. Consider using the community for periodic surveys, 

crowdsourcing, or pulse polls to better understand community needs and 

satisfaction. Communities may be asked to provide specific feedback on 

knowledge products, presentations, or other resources.

Hold a community huddle. Bring community members together for an 

informal virtual meeting and open dialogue. There may be a trending topic 

in a specific technical area in which staff may want to hear directly from 

other MSHers across the globe. 

Share personal insights. Communities offer a unique platform for 

sharing informal and personal insights. For example, maybe your project 

has learned something new or you are forming an opinion about a 

complex issue and want to share your thinking and hear from others. 

COMMON CHALLENGES

Remain persistent. After an initial launch, communities may 

experience a lull in posts and discussions. Participation may vary 

throughout the year. Do not be discouraged if community participation 

is at times minimal. Not all community members will want to participate 

in the same way. Stay positive! 

Acknowledge. Acknowledging the contribution of members can go a 

long way in fostering community ownership. Even short messages that 

say “Thank you” are positive quick feedback loops that can help create a 

sense of community among members. 

Know your community. Make sure to know who belongs to a 

community and consider time zones, languages, internet connectivity, 

and other factors that may contribute to participation.  

Get support. Request support from the MSH  knowledge management 

team to brainstorm ideas on how to reinvigorate a community to meet 

your needs. Apply the operational framework (Figure 1) to determine 

what changes you may want to make to meet the intended purpose of a 

community. 



Meeting 1: 
- Review one year of CoP data

Meeting 2:
• Establish a shared value statement 
• Increase awareness and understanding of CoPs amongst staff, especially new staff and non-US-based staff
• Revise membership process 

Meeting 3:
• Unpack member hesitance to contribute to CoPs
• Address negative CoP norms that discourage participation
• CoP performance data had previously not been available to guide CoP leads

Meeting 4:
• Coherence and combining CoP engagement strategies 
• Action planning for FY22 CoP success
• Threshold for new communities.

NEXT STEPS FOR JHPIEGO



The DHIS2 Community of Practice
Lessons learned from building and coordinating an online 
platform for a global, collaborative community

Max Krafft - DHIS2 training & communications lead
Karoline Tufte Lien - DHIS2 project support lead
Al-Gassim Sharaf Addin - DHIS2 community of practice coordinator



Background: Needs and goals for the CoP
Prior to CoP launch in 2018, the 
primary channel for DHIS2 community 
interaction was a mailing list platform.

While this was popular among some 
implementers and developers, a 
review of gaps and goals led the 
DHIS2 team to propose the creation of 
a CoP.

Digital Square provided support for 
the initial design, launch and 
coordination of the CoP on Discourse, 
which was carried out with support 
from PSI.

Summary of 2016 CoP proposal needs assessment (Handeland & Skjeie, 2021)



Purpose of the CoP

● Ask for help and support
● Share experiences - stop “reinventing 

the wheel”
● Learn from others
● Share resources
● Gain knowledge and understanding
● Discuss use-cases
● Give feedback on requirements
● Contribute to roadmap
● And more - the one-stop shop to give 

feedback, find information, and get 
involved in the community!

Almost 10 years of knowledge base imported 
to CoP from prior platform at launch



How we designed the CoP
Why Discourse as a platform?

● Easier to organize and follow discussions
● Easier to search and find topics - both at Discourse itself and Google 
● Less duplication of posts
● Less technical and lower threshold than Jira (DHIS2 Issue Tracker)
● Can still get email notifications, reply by email and get daily or weekly digests
● Choose what category to subscribe to
● Interactive with mentioning, likes and badges
● Can mark posts as solutions to a question
● Filters and tags make it easier to find and structure information

Categories / Sub-communities
● Consolidating sub-communities from other platforms
● Creating categories for key topical / work areas

Language communities
● Separate sub-communities, webinars, translation of announcements



Examples of CoP design



How we promote CoP use
Raising CoP visibility:
Website and links to CoP
Docs -> CoP as support channel
DHIS2 Academy program
Webinars (including non-English)
Newsletter section devoted to CoP
Internal promotion with HISP UiO team

Generating engagement:
Annual Conference Q&A and topics
Gamification: Badges, polls (votes)
Active moderation & dedicated coordinator

Core content on the CoP:
DHIS2 software release notes
Announcements (Academy, etc.)
Impact stories: CoP as primary source



Results

Steady growth in 
number of users

Sharp increases linked 
to coordinated CoP 
promotion actions 
(Annual Conference, 
Academy, etc.)



Results

Support posts have 
been fairly constant

Non-support posts 
spike due to 
significant events 
and/or coordinated 
input

Variance in pageviews 
appears more strongly 
correlated to non-
support posts



User feedback & assessment: Annual Conference

Generally positive survey 
results from 2021 Annual 
Conference, but long-term 
effects remain to be seen.



User feedback & assessment
“The CoP platform has significantly boosted the interaction 
between the entire DHIS2 family. The engagements and 
information in the DHIS2 CoP are more transparent and easily 
retrievable. It is easy to browse and understand issues and 
thoughts from DHIS2 stakeholders from all around the world.” -
2019 CoP 6 month review

Quotes from interviews with CoP participants 
(Handeland & Skjeie, 2021)

"It's kind of comforting knowing you are not 
alone. Also, you find a solution!" 

“I think in our community it's important to know 
what's happening in a different location so that 
you become aware... how you should deal with it, 
or who you should reach out to.”

“You get to know the [HISP] network and that 
also inspires us, you know? You get to be a part of 
that network”

“Before the CoP, reaching the devs was very 
difficult, using these tags we can give an answer 
as fast as possible.”

“It’s easy to share, it’s just hard to get a 
response!” - 2019 CoP survey

“Much easier to search for specific 
subjects, better distribution and 
classification of topics, more engaging 
and warmer relationships” - 2019 CoP 
survey



Lessons learned 
What works well:
Having a CoP coordinator!
Connection between the community and UiO
Support channel: lots of community engagement!
Release notes: Distribution and feedback
Meetups (Dev Community, Francophones)
Academy & Annual Conference signups

What could be improved:
Generating more engagement outside of support
User stories: sharing, commenting, engagement
Providing content for non-English speakers

Areas to investigate:
Identifying and encouraging “super” forum users
Facilitating more one-on-one interaction
Making it fun!



Challenges
Internal (in the HISP network)
● Dedicating staff time to CoP engagement

○ “It is time! ...we don't necessarily have a [timesheet]-code for 
contribution to the [CoP] [...] When I use it, it's on my own time. I 
don't charge" - CoP Participant

● Convenience of other direct communication channels
● Balancing the desire for immediate response to support questions with 

the goal of facilitating a crowd-sourced support network (not a UiO-led 
helpdesk)

External (in the larger community)
● Not all people are comfortable sharing their challenges publicly, or 

posting things that are not fully polished
● Motivating CoP users to contribute solutions to other users’ questions
● Retaining experienced users on the platform (after they have acquired a 

high enough level of skill to be able to solve their own DHIS2 issues)
● Expanding the perception of the platform beyond tech support



Innovations & experiments
What we are trying now:
Formalizing a support strategy with internal teams
Testing embedded streaming
Customized banners
CoP monthly post - highlighting active and helpful users
Normalizing CoP user fields for better analysis
Sign on with Google and other platforms (LinkedIn - to test)

What we tried that didn’t work:
Translation plugin
Slack integration

Things we are still considering:
Using the CoP as a Q&A platform for live events
Finding the right balance of categories / subcategories
Metrics for user behavior & how to use them
Prioritizing training content based on support topics



OpenHIE 
Community

“If you build it, they may come.” - Jono 
Bacon

Jamie Thomas, OpenHIE Community Manager

jamie@ohie.org | @OpenHIE



How do I download it?

You don’t. Peer learning built around conceptual 
architecture
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RHEA Project
Establishing Rwanda Health 

Information Exchange
2009

Rwanda Summit
Hosted by Rwanda MoH & Jembi 
Health Systems

2012

OpenHIE Launched
Community of practice is formed as 
place to collaborate and share 
knowledge 

2013

Community Growth
Increase awareness, knowledge and 
engagement

2019

Community Origin Story



Architecture & Standards + People = OpenHIE



KEEP 
IT
SUPER
SIMPLE

K

S

S

I

● Alignment on mission, vision and values
● Uncomplicated process and governance
● Connect with stakeholders where they are
● Build relationships 
● Create a communication strategy
● Create resources the community 

wants...make sure they can find them
● Knowledge  sharing is hard- but totally 

worth it!
- Kwerenachi Utosu



Email: jamie@ohie.org 
OHIE ID:jthomas
Twitter:@thomas9608



OpenMRS Community 
Getting to meaningful engagement by living our values





We’re seeing unleashed collaboration

Opportunities are emerging for collaboration 

More and more organizations seek to contribute to the community

Organizations are asking for more community support

2019

6 organizations
contributing to 

3 squads/teams

3 OpenMRS Inc 

supported roles

12 organizations
contributing to 

7 squads/teams

8 OpenMRS Inc 

supported roles

2020

?? organizations
contributing to 

?? squads/teams

7 OpenMRS Inc 

supported roles

20212005

3 organizations

collaborated on

OpenMRS



Five Tips for Success

1. Trust our values

2. Align our engagement strategy with our community model

3. Choose shared tools and guidelines that will allow autonomy 

and collaboration 

4. Recognize contributions that have value and impact

5. Core community roles are essential for sustainability, 

engagement, & collaboration



1. Trust Our Values 

User-Centered
Open

Community-Driven



User-Centered 

Country-level goals inform community 
direction and are linked to squad priorities 

Squads grounded in priorities of 
implementers on the squad



Open

Country-level goals inform community 
direction and are linked to squad priorities 

Community tools are freely available and 
accessible to all



Community-Driven

Approach, timelines & deliverables 
determined by the squad, including 
implementers 

Individual community members choose their 
own onboarding “Flight Path”  



2. Align our engagement 
strategy with our

community model 



RefApp UI

OpenMRS Platform

RefApp 
Modules

Custom 
Modules

Custom Frontend

OpenMRS Platform

Implementers striving to deliver 
custom frontend features

Community developers striving to 
maintain our platform and Ref App

The OpenMRS Community has been changing. 



Squads
Small groups of 
implementers working 
on specific, discrete 
solutions to a shared 
problem(s).

Committees & Teams
Implementers and 
OpenMRS Inc working 
together to form and 
support squads and assure 
alignment.

● Microfrontends
● COVID-19
● OpenMRS Academy
● Analytics Engine
● OpenMRS Dictionary Manager
● FHIR

● Strategy & Operations
● Technical Action Committee
● Project Management 
● Global Events
● Quality Assurance Support 
● Documentation 

Updated community model

Autonomy Alignment



Attracting and Retaining Talent through Flight Paths, Google 
Summer of Code, and Fellowships

OpenMRS 
Dictionary 
Manager 

Squad

Jon Payne | 
OCL

Michael 
Bontyes | MSF

Muhima 
Mohamed | 

MSF

Ellen Ball | PIH

Mark Goodrich | 
PIH

Hadijah | 
OpenMRS 

Community Dev

Ian Bacher | 
Brown 

University

Burke Mamlin | 
Regenstrief

Suruchi Dhungana 
| OpenMRS 

Product Manager

Andrew Kanter | 
Columbia 
University

Grace Potma | 
OpenMRS

Irene Nyakate | 
OpenMRS 

Community Dev

Juliet Wamalwa 
| OpenMRS 

Community Dev

Laure Kpea  | 
MSF

Jennifer Antilla | 
OpenMRS



OpenMRS 
Dictionary 
Manager 

Squad
Michael 

Bontyes | MSF

Muhima 
Mohamed | 

MSF

Ellen Ball | PIH

Mark Goodrich | 
PIH

Ian Bacher | 
Brown 

University

Laure Kpea  | 
MSF

Organizations fill critical squad roles

Technical Architects

Product Owners Product Manager

Burke Mamlin | 
Regenstrief

Developers

Andrew Kanter | 
Columbia 
University

Subject Matter Experts/Advisors

Jon Payne | 
OCL

YOUR 
ORGANIZATION’

S DEVELOPER 
HERE

YOUR 
ORGANIZATION’s 

PRODUCT 
MANAGER HERE



3. Choose shared tools and 
guidelines that will allow for 
autonomy and collaboration



Shared community 
tools & conventions 

● Code of Conduct
● Communication Channels 

(Discourse, Wiki, Slack, etc)
● Decision Making Playbook
● Jira 
● Github
● Styleguide
● Zeplin

Set the stage for autonomous 
yet meaningful engagement, 
coordination, and 
collaboration.

Use case studies and 
examples to show people how 
they can apply community 
tools & conventions



4. Recognize contributions that 
have value and impact   



● “Like” Talk or Slack posts

● Merged pull requests

● Community role

● Squad member listing

● Annual Report 

● Website presence

● OpenMRS Stages

● Developer Stages

● Volunteer of the Month

● Conference scholarships

● Fellowships

Encouraging sustained 
and positive contributions



5. Core community roles are 
essential to sustainability, 

engagement, & collaboration



OpenMRS 
Dictionary 
Manager 

Squad

Jon Payne | 
OCL

Michael 
Bontyes | MSF

Muhima 
Mohamed | 

MSF

Ellen Ball | PIH

Mark Goodrich | 
PIH

Hadijah | 
OpenMRS 

Community Dev

Ian Bacher | 
Brown 

University

Burke Mamlin | 
Regenstrief

Suruchi Dhungana 
| OpenMRS 

Product Manager

Andrew Kanter | 
Columbia 
University

Grace Potma | 
OpenMRS

Irene Nyakate | 
OpenMRS 

Community Dev

Juliet Wamalwa 
| OpenMRS 

Community Dev

Laure Kpea  | 
MSF

Jennifer Antilla | 
OpenMRS

Squad roles filled by a balance of implementer & community support



OpenMRS 
Dictionary 
Manager 

Squad

Hadijah Kyampeire | 
OpenMRS 

Development Mentor 

Suruchi Dhungana | 
OpenMRS PM & Dev 

Fellow

Grace Potma | 
OpenMRS 

Irene Nyakate | 
OpenMRS 

Community 
Developer 

Juliet Wamalwa | 
OpenMRS 

Development 
Fellow 

Jennifer Antilla | 
OpenMRS

Community-based resources provide essential support

while building technical skills among community members

Community 
Management

Product Management

Development
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Questions?

Email: jennifer@openmrs.org
Talk/Slack ID: @jennifer

mailto:jennifer@openmrs.org

